Iso-population partition: An innovative epidemiological approach to mapping and analyzing spatially aggregated data.
In epidemiology, data are often aggregated using administrative boundaries or regular spatial lattices. Iso-population partitioning methods allow the aggregation of small units for which population data are available into larger units that are contiguous, as compact as possible, and have a similar population size. The objective of this paper was to study the influence of three spatial data aggregation approaches on data visualization and data analysis: iso-populated units (IPUs), administrative units, and iso-geometric units. This study was conducted using results and simulations from the brucellosis clinical surveillance system for dairy cattle in France. Our findings indicate that using spatial partitioning methods for generating IPUs enhances the ability to interpret the spatial distribution of epidemiological indicators under study. In addition, it provides information on population density and improves the consistency of the power of statistical tests across units. By defining the target population size per spatial unit, IPUs can be used to control the statistical power of a study. Finally, by adding criteria based on environmental factors to generate spatial units, they can be used to control the variation of exposure to these factors within the units.